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Enlighten your students and improve your understanding of
management accounting with this carefully curated collection
of case studies Management Accounting Case Book: Cases
from the IMA Educational Case Journal offers a detailed
account of real-world business cases accessible to a variety
of business-savvy audiences. It provides comprehensive
coverage of several areas relevant to students and
professionals in business and finance, including: · Strategic
cost management (including product and service costing, cost
allocation, and strategy implementation) · Planning and
decision making (including cost estimation, CVP analysis,
budgeting, decision making, capital investments, target
costing, and TOC) · Operations, process management, and
innovation (including flexible budgeting, standard costs,
variance analysis, non-financial performance indicators,
quality control, lean, and innovation governance) Used by
dozens of different universities, the Management Accounting
Case Book contains cases reviewed and rigorously vetted by
the Institute of Management Accountants. The book is perfect
for anyone hoping to increase their understanding of
management theory or facilitate lively discussion about the
topics contained within.
How should firms’ control systems be designed and used to
formulate and implement strategies that will contribute to
competitive advantage and sustained high performance? This
book offers some thought-provoking suggestions. It contains
empirical studies of such diverse manufacturing enterprises
as Atlas Copco, Electrolux, Saab, Scania, SCA Packing and
Volvo, as well as an insurance company and two chamber
orchestras. All firms and organizations presented offer
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interesting and exciting insights, each in a specific way and
each with a fascinating history. The book presents research
on the relationship between strategy, control and competitive
advantage over extended periods and at several strategic
levels, while also taking into account the existence of multiple
control systems in a single firm or other organization.
Readers are offered an in-depth look into how changes in the
environment lead to adjustments in strategies and control
systems. It is shown, in addition, how difficult and challenging
it can be to implement these changes, and why such efforts
are not always successful. But perhaps most importantly, the
book conveys an in-depth understanding of how strategies
and control systems affect competitive advantage and
performance. In both its coverage and focus, the book is
unique. Not only does it provide valuable contributions to the
research field of strategy and management control; it also
represents a substantial commitment in terms of resources
and involvement over an extended period. The book is highly
recommended to researchers, practitioners, graduate
students and all others interested in this area.
Thomas S. Konrad analyzes the management control design
and reveals critical success factors of strategically oriented
public-private partnerships for development between
international governmental actors and the private sector. He
builds a sound basis for the identification of a research gap
and the derivation of research questions. The results
generate sufficient evidence to answer these questions and
therefore to close the identified research gap. Finally, he
excelled in the discussion of the results by making a
contribution of theory and by providing substantive
recommendations to practitioners equally well.
A multidisciplinary book on performance measurement that
will appeal to students, researchers and managers.
This book is a primer on corporate governance for executives.
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It is designed to guide you to become an effective participant
by discussing corporate governance from both a macro- and
micro-perspective. Historical data and examples including the
recent scandals that have torn the fabric of capitalism pave a
pathway to the principal challenges facing today's boards,
and how to successfully manage them. This book is your
guide; using well-known examples throughout history to
illustrate the key points you need to succeed. It is not a
bashing of corporate Americas.
First published in 1998, this volume of readings provides an
overview of the development of the study of Management
Control theory over the past 35 years. The period
encompasses the publication of a major and seminal text by
Anthony and Dearden in 1965, which acted as a touchstone
in defining the range and scope of management control
systems. This laid management control’s foundations in
accounting-based mechanisms of control, an element which
has been seen as both a strength and a constraint. A good
deal of work has followed, providing both a development of
the tradition as well as a critique. In this volume we attempt to
provide a range of readings which will illustrate the variety of
possibilities that are available to researchers, scholars and
practitioners in the area. The readings illustrate the view that
sees control as goal directed and integrative. They go on to
explore the idea of control as adaption, consider its
relationship with social structure and survey the effects of the
interplay between the organisation and the environment. The
essays included are not intended to lead the reader through a
well-ordered argument which concludes with a well reasoned
view of how management control should be. Instead it seeks
to illustrate the many questions which have been posed but
not answered and to open up agendas for future research.
It has never been more important for businesses to operate
within a framework of strategic planning and decision making.
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This popular introductory text teaches you how to make the
best choices in managerial and other business roles. This text
is aimed at undergraduate students who wish to grasp key
elements of management accounting and those seeking a
foundation for further study. New to this edition · Expanded
discussion of relevant costs for decision making · Increased
coverage of cost management in a competitive environment ·
Increased coverage of inventories’ management techniques ·
New chapter on managing risk · More activities throughout
the text to enhance reader interaction and to encourage
critical thinking. · More diagrams and real world examples to
help illustrate issues and concepts

Now in its fifth edition, this successful text introduces
the basic principles and underlying concepts of
accounting and finance. It adopts a practical, nontechnical approach, making it the ideal text for
students from non-accounting disciplines. The text is
written from a 'user' perspective, demonstrating
ways in which accounting statements and financial
information can be used to improve the quality of
decision making.
With its unique range of case studies, real life
examples and comprehensive coverage of the latest
management control-related tools and techniques,
Management Control Systems is the ideal guide to
this complex and multidimensional subject for upper
level undergraduates, postgraduates and practising
professionals.
The design of Management Control Systems (MCS)
in the context of financial institutions should be
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reconsidered with regards to their ability to improve
organizational justice perceptions. Promoting
organizational justice can help banks to build
significantly more trust and influence employees’
behaviors in the best interest of the organization.
Especially the design of Beyond Budgeting as a
MCS that emphasizes social control mechanisms
and facilitates autonomous working appears to be a
promising concept for the design of future MCS in
the context of financial institutions.
Winner of the Management Accounting section of
the American Accounting Association notable
contribution to Management Accounting Literature
Award Volume One of the Handbook of
Management Accounting Research series sets the
context for the Handbooks, with three chapters
outlining the historical development of management
accounting as a discipline and as a practice in three
broad geographic settings. Volume Two provides
insights into research on different management
accounting practices. Volume Three features
contributions from some of the most influential
researchers in various areas of management
accounting research, consolidates the content of
volumes one and two, and concludes with examples
of management accounting research from around
the world. Volumes 1, 2 and 3 are also available as
individual product. * ISBN Volume 1:
978-0-08-044564-9 * ISBN Volume 2:
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978-0-08-044754-4 * ISBN Volume 3:
978-0-08-055450-1 * Three volumes of the popular
Handbooks of Management Accounting Research
series now available in one complete set * Examines
particular management accounting practices and
specific organizational contexts * Adopts a global
perspective of management accounting practices
Award: "Winner of the Management Accounting
section of the American Accounting Association
notable contribution to Management Accounting
Literature Award."
This book presents an analysis and a critical
discussion on performance management systems. It
seeks to advance the current state of knowledge in
the subject by introducing a holistic performance
management system - the loosely coupled
performance management system. This new system
presents a framework to leverage the systemic
relationships among already established
performance management mechanisms. The author
contends that loosely coupled performance
management systems fulfill two different objectives,
namely - they assure control and foster innovation.
Such a comprehensive approach to management
control provides managers of economic
organizations with an overarching architecture for
the design, diagnosis and effective use of
performance management systems.?
Management Control Systems 4th EditionFinancial
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Times/Prentice HallManagement Control
SystemsPerformance Measurement, Evaluation and
IncentivesPrentice Hall
This book is the first among many books in supply
chain management, which provides the readers with
insights on how to select the best global supply
chain out of inter-firm network, fables system or
market firms. This process is clearly expounded in
the book through case studies, which include Apple,
Toyota, BMW, IKEA and Taiwan TSMC. The main
editor, Prof Yasuhiro Monden, is the founding father
of Lean Production Management who published
Toyota Production System from IIE in 1983, which is
called the classic of Lean System. This book will
explain how the global supply chain (GSC) could be
organized by considering causal relationships of the
stage differences in (1) market needs, (2) product
design architecture, and (3) product life-cycle, for the
purpose of reducing the total costs of GSC.
Contents:Lean Management of Global Supply Chain
Management: Lean Management of Global Supply
Chain: Dynamic Combination Model of Market,
Product Life-Cycle, Product Design, and Supply
Chain (Yasuhiro Monden)How to Facilitate Inter-Firm
Cooperation in a Fabless Global Supply Chain
(Yoshiteru Minagawa)Ikea's Almost Fabless Global
Supply Chain — A Rightsourcing Strategy for Profit,
Planet, and People (Rolf G Larsson)Effects of
Transfer Pricing Taxation on the Performance
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Control of Japanese Foreign Subsidiaries (Makoto
Tomo and Anson Yoshiharu Matsuoka)Innovation of
Eco-Cars Based on the Global Inter-Firm
Collaboration (Yasuhiro Monden)Communization
Strategy and Performance Management in the
Japanese Automobile Industry (Noriyuki Imai)Lean
Management and Performance Evaluation in the
Business Operations:Financial Performance
Measures for the Lean Production System (Zhi
Wang and Yasuhiro Monden)Management Control
Systems for Lean Management in Medical Services
— A Case Study at Lund and Kameda (Rolf G
Larsson, Yoshinobu Shima, and Chiyuki
Kurisu)Management Control for Horizontal Network
Organizations of SMEs — In the View Point of Profit
Allocation Mechanism of Joint Manufacturing on
Order (Yoko Ogushi)Measuring the Performance of
Lean Implementation at a Commercial Printing
Company — An Action Research Approach
(Khodayar Sadeghi and Mohammad
Aghdasi)Related Topics in Managerial & Cost
Accounting:Mechanisms for Lowering Budgetary
Slack in Japanese Companies (Ken Lee, Naoki
Fukuda, and Satoko Matsugi)Influence of DecisionMaking Goal and Accurate Product-Costing Goal on
the Design of Sophisticated Costing Systems:
Proposal of Multi-Goal Coordination Approach (Nikhil
Chandra Shil, Mahfuzul Hoque, and Mahmuda
Akter) Readership: For the general public,
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researchers and students who are interested in
understanding the global supply chain. Key
Features:Principal editor is Prof Yasuhiro Monden,
who was one of the fathers of Lean Production
ManagementDr Monden published Toyota
Production System: the 1st edition from American
Institute of Industrial Engineers, 1983, which is
called the classic of lean production
systemKeywords:Supply Chain;Global Supply
Chain;Value Chain;Global Value Chain;Lean
Management
This book provides a concise overview of the field of
performance measurement. The book discusses market,
financial, and nonfinancial measures of performance and
stylized combinations of those measures. It describes general
principles of measurement that can be applied to all
organizational settings and all levels of analysis within those
organizations (i.e., corporate, division, department,
individual). The book provides examples and evidence about
what can go wrong if the wrong measurement choices are
made. It concludes with some normative advice that
managers can use when making their performance
measurement choices.
Management Control Systems helps students to develop the
insight and analytical skills required of today's managers.
Students uncover how real-world managers design,
implement, and use planning and control systems to
implement business strategies. The 12th edition builds on the
strengths of prior editions by offering a rich diversity of cases
balanced with current content and research.
AIMA publishes well-developed articles on a variety of current
topics in management accounting that are relevant to
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researchers in both practice and academe. As one of the
premier management accounting research series, AIMA is
well poised to meet the needs of management accounting
scholars. Researchers in both practice and academe, as well
as libraries, would be interested in the articles featured in the
AIMA.'?
Based on a ten-year examination of control systems in over
50 U.S. businesses, this book broadens the definition of
control and establishes a critical bridge between the
disciplines of strategy and accounting and control. In addition
to the more traditional diagnostic control systems, Simons
identifies three new control systems that allow strategic
change: belief systems that communicate core values and
provide inspiration and direction, boundary systems that
frame the strategic domain and define the limits of freedom,
and interactive systems that provide flexibility in adapting to
competitive environments and encourage organizational
learning. These four control systems, according to Simons,
will provide managers with the basic levers for pursuing
strategic objectives.
Volume one of the Handbooks of Management Accounting
Research sets the context for both Handbooks, with three
chapters outlining the historical development of management
accounting as a discipline and as a practice in three broad
geographic settings. The bulk of the first volume then draws
together a series of contributions that analyse the scholarly
literature in terms of distinct intellectual and theoretical social
science perspectives. The volume includes a chapter which
looks at work informed by psychology as a base discipline.
The volume also includes a set of chapters that seek to
evaluate and explain issues of research method for the
different approaches to research found within management
accounting. Special pricing available if purchased as a set
with Volume 2. Documents the scholarly management
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accounting literature Publishing both in print, and online
through Science Direct International in scope
Economics is a science that can contribute substantial
powerful and fresh insights! This book collects essays by
leading academics that evaluate the scholarly importance of
contemporary economic ideas and concepts, thus providing
valuable knowledge about the present state of economics
and its progress. This compilation of short essays helps
readers interested in economics to identify 21st century
economic ideas that should be read and remembered. The
authors state their personal opinion on what matters most in
contemporary economics and reveal its fascinating and
creative sides.
This book provides an exhaustive view of China’s
Management Control Systems (MCS), examining the
development of theory and practice and presenting a
framework that integrates China’s unique enterprise
regulations, corporate culture and managerial mindset into
management control systems. The work offers detail about
the effects of China’s economic reforms on management
control in Chinese enterprises and insightful comparisons with
Western theory and Western examples. Readers will discover
important themes and the evolution of theory in MCS,
including discussions of frameworks and the links between
management control and economics, management,
accounting, cybernetics and system theory. Early chapters
explore management control in Chinese enterprises during
the period, especially the demands of (guidance, enforcement
and external regulation) and the demand for (stakeholders,
managers, investors) management control. The work moves
on to explore Western management control theory and
research, including an examination of the evolution of internal
control theory. The author presents detailed perspectives on
the elements of management control systems and introduces
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masterful new ideas and methods through four general
control models and ten critical elements in the management
control process. A view of management control in various
different types of enterprise is presented, from special
enterprises and small to medium enterprises to non-profit
organizations. The standards for enterprise management
control are explored. This work is a valuable practical guide
for corporate management teams who wish to develop and
execute their own internal control strategies. It will also
provide foreign researchers, policy-makers and practitioners
with a new perspective on Chinese management control
experiences.
This brand new textbook covers all of the core topics found
on Introduction to Management modules, and the author's
clear, accessible writing style guides students through the
world of management. The book also goes a step further to
enourage students to develop a critical mindset and think
about academic debates around the subject. Innovative
Skillsets linked to each substantive chapter integrate practical
skills with the topics. Skills such as time management, critical
analysis, referencing, personal development planning and
reviewing literature are included. Clear, step-by-step
guidance helps students develop each skill, understand why it
is important, and see how the topic is relevant to practical
applications in the real world of business. A truly international
range of case studies broadens students' horizons and
encourages them to look beyond the standard examples from
the UK and America. Emerging markets are becoming ever
more important in the rapidly changing business environment,
a fact reflected by the inclusion of case studies from the
Middle East, Latin America and Africa. Key featuresDesigned
to help boost students' academic grades and employability
through the provision of integrated Skillsets, which link
practical skills with topics in the textbook. These innovative
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features also clearly demonstrate the relevance of the
theoretical material to the real world.A truly international
range of case studies broadens students' horizons and
encourages them to look beyond the standard set of UK and
American examples. Emerging economies are given more
attention with detailed analysis of case studies from the
Middle East, Latin America and Africa.Case studies analyse
service and manufacturing industries, not-for-profit
organisations as well as public and private companies.
Entrepreneurs, managers and leaders are also covered to
provide students with management insights from key
practitioners from a range of sectors.Critical reflection boxes
encourage students to develop a critical mindset and
consider the academic debates behind the theories.A range
of online resources to give students more insight into
management. Detailed podcast interviews with practitioners
expand upon the features in the textbook, and a library of
video links offers a variety of contemporary and stimulating
material to engage students.
Organizations are constantly creating original initiatives,
product lines, or implementing new workflows to remain
competitive in the contemporary business world. Employing
optimum methods for efficient performance and timely
completion of tasks is vital to the success of a business.
Management Control Systems in Complex Settings:
Emerging Research and Opportunities is a noteworthy
reference work for the latest academic research on business
management and the complexity involved in decision-making,
direction, measurement, and the evaluation of a company.
Containing broad commentary on an assortment of relevant
views and issues, such as customer loyalty and reputation,
effective manufacturing processes, and strategic issues in
complex firms, this book is optimally intended for business
professionals, managers, and aspiring entrepreneurs as well
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as students and academics looking for groundbreaking
analysis on the Three Vs model of inventory management
and value creation.
With its unique range of international case studies, real-life
examples and comprehensive coverage of the latest
management control-related tools and techniques, this
second edition of Management Control Systems is the ideal
guide to this complex and multidimensional subject.
This book examines the relationship between digital
innovations on the one hand, and accounting and
management information systems on the other. In particular it
addresses topics including cloud computing, data mining,
XBRL, and digital platforms. It presents an analysis of how
new technologies can reshape accounting and management
information systems, enhancing their information potentialities
and their ability to support decision-making processes, as well
as several studies that reveal how managerial information
needs can affect and reshape the adoption of digital
technologies. Focusing on the four major aspects data
management, information system architecture, external and
internal reporting, the book offers a valuable resource for
CIOs, CFOs and more generally for business managers, as
well as for researchers and scholars. It is mainly based on a
selection of the best papers - original double blind reviewed
contributions - presented at the 2015 Annual Conference of
the Italian Chapter of the Association for Information Systems
(AIS).
Advances in Management Accounting (AIMA) publishes welldeveloped articles on a variety of current topics in
management accounting that are relevant to researchers in
both practice and academe. As one of the premier
management accounting research journals, AIMA is well
poised to meet the needs of management accounting
scholars.
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Organization scholars have long acknowledged that control
processes are integral to the way in which organizations
function. While control theory research spans many decades
and draws on several rich traditions, theoretical limitations
have kept it from generating consistent and interpretable
empirical findings and from reaching consensus concerning
the nature of key relationships. This book reveals how we can
overcome such problems by synthesising diverse, yet
complementary, streams of control research into a theoretical
framework and empirical tests that more fully describe how
types of control mechanisms (e.g., the use of rules, norms,
direct supervision or monitoring) aimed at particular control
targets (e.g., input, behavior, output) are applied within
particular types of control systems (i.e., market, clan,
bureaucracy, integrative). Written by a team of distinguished
scholars, this book not only sheds light on the long-neglected
phenomenon of organizational control, it also provides
important directions for future research.
These proceedings represent the work of presenters at the
3rd European Conference on Intellectual Capital (ECIC
2011). The Conference is hosted this year by the University of
Nicosia in Cyprus. The Conference Chair is Geoff Turner from
the University of Nicosia and the Programme Chair is
Clemente Minonne from the School of Management and Law,
Zurich University of Applied Sciences, Winterthur,
Switzerland. The opening keynote address is given by John
Girard from Minot State University in the USA. John will
address the question Social Knowledge: Are we ready for the
future? The second day of the conference will be opened by
Ludo Pyis from AREOPA in Belgium who will consider
Intellectual Capital Accounting: how to measure the
unmeasurable. We also look forward to a Knowledge Cafe on
the topic of What intellectual capital ideas and developments
do you expect to live and see? facilitated by Helen Paige from
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The Paige Group, South Australia.

Management Control and Uncertainty recognizes
that all control takes place under conditions of
uncertainty: it does now, and it always has done. In
this edited collection, the contributing authors
examine different aspects of management control
systems in the modern world whilst paying more
explicit attention to the ubiquitous nature of
uncertainty
The recent audit failures which have rocked financial
markets worldwide have accentuated the need for a
better understanding of the link between risk, control
and audit quality; as well as emphasising the need to
open the "black box" of the ways auditing firms
actually function. Reflecting these imperatives,
Auditing Teams unravels the organizational and
management issues in audit firms that are key to
achieving effectiveness in service provision.
Specifically, this key research reflects upon the
relevance and dynamics of auditing teams and their
impact on auditing quality, and specifically
responding to the recent claim from regulators which
highlights auditing team characteristics as the source
of wide variations in quality. By leveraging different
perspectives – auditing, management accounting,
organization and psychology – to investigate auditing
teams and basing on evidence collected from the
professional world, this book will provide a unique
insight into the role of auditing teams on audit
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quality. It will be of great interest to scholars and
advanced students in auditing, as well as to
practitioners and regulators in the field.
Provides a comprehensive, real-world presentation
of management control systems (MCS) through 60
actual case studies. Capturing the complex real
world that managers face when using MCS, this
book presents a rich and diverse selection of recent,
actual cases, addressing both the problems
confronting those companies and the solutions they
devised. It is designed to help readers develop
thinking processes to guide them through decisions
and help them develop problem-finding and problem
resolution skills. While it focuses on the use and
effects of "financial results controls" it also describes
situations where financial controls are not effective
and discusses alternatives that managers can use in
those situations. The book also includes a complete
chapter on ethical issues. An essential reference for
any professional manager in virtually any
organization.
Few Pacific history books have stood the test of time
as well as They Came for Sandalwood, but Dorothy
Shineberg's book, first published in 1967, has never
been bettered. This fascinating account of the
sandalwood trade describes the first regular contact
between Europeans and the Melanesians of New
Caledonia, the Loyalty Islands, and the New
Hebrides (now Vanuatu). Shineberg studied the
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relationships and rivalries between European traders
and European missionaries, between trader and
trader, and between tribe and tribe among the
indigenous peoples. Her book documents the details
and color of these interactions. Unseaworthy ships,
bloody battles, the hazards of sea and reef, and the
firepower and inadequacies of European weapons
all provide a gripping picture of the 1830s to 1860s.
Valuable appendices list the ships involved, their
cargoes and the location of the sandalwood stations.
They Came for Sandalwood remains the only
detailed account of the sandalwood trade, its routes,
marketing problems and profits, and of the ships,
merchants and seamen involved. It is a sharp,
perceptive analysis of the confrontation of the two
cultures, approached from the standpoint of Pacific
history rather than a mere extension of European
history into the PacificIslands.
Maritime Security and the Law of the Sea examines
the rights and duties of states across a broad
spectrum of maritime security threats. It provides
comprehensive coverage of the different dimensions
of maritime security in order to assess how
responses to maritime security concerns are, and
should be, shaping the law of the sea. The
discussion canvasses passage of military vessels
and military activities at sea, law enforcement
activities across the different maritime zones,
information sharing and intelligence gathering, as
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well as armed conflict and naval warfare. In doing
so, this book not only addresses traditional security
concerns for naval power but also examines
responses to contemporary maritime security
threats, such as terrorism, weapons of mass
destruction, piracy, drug-trafficking, environmental
damage and illegal fishing. While the protection of
sovereignty and national interests remain
fundamental to maritime security and the law of the
sea, there is increasing acceptance of a common
interest that exists among states when seeking to
respond to a variety of modern maritime security
threats. It is argued that security interests should be
given greater scope in our understanding of the law
of the sea in light of the changing dynamics of
exclusive and inclusive claims to ocean use. More
flexibility may be required in the interpretation and
application of the UN Convention on the Law of the
Sea if appropriate responses to ensure maritime
security are to be allowed.
Amendment to 2015 consolidated ed. (ISBN
9780115534027). Amendment consists of loose-leaf
pages that replace select pages from the main
edition binder
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